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Corpora in NLP: Motivation

This lecture:

• What is a corpus?

• Why do we need text corpora for NLP? (learning, evaluation)

• Illustrative application: sentiment analysis
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Corpora in NLP

corpus
noun, plural corpora or, sometimes, corpuses.

1. a large or complete collection of writings: the entire corpus of Old English
poetry.

2. the body of a person or animal, especially when dead.

3. Anatomy. a body, mass, or part having a special character or function.

4. Linguistics. a body of utterances, as words or sentences, assumed to be
representative of and used for lexical, grammatical, or other linguistic
analysis.

5. a principal or capital sum, as opposed to interest or income.

Dictionary.com
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Corpora in NLP

• To understand and model how language works, we need empirical evidence.
Ideally, naturally-occurring corpora serve as realistic samples of a language.

• Aside from linguistic utterances, corpus datasets include metadata—side
information about where the language comes from, such as author, date,
topic, publication.

• Of particular interest for core NLP, and therefore this course, are corpora
with linguistic annotations—where humans have read the text and marked
categories or structures describing their syntax and/or meaning.
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Examples of corpora (in choronological order)

Focusing on English; most released by the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC):

Brown: 500 texts, 1M words in 15 genres. POS-tagged. SemCor subset (234K
words) labelled with WordNet word senses.

WSJ: 6 years of Wall Street Journal ; subsequently used to create Penn Treebank,
PropBank, and more! Translated into Czech for the Prague Czech-English
Dependency Treebank.

ECI: European Corpus Initiative, multilingual.

BNC: 100M words; balanced selection of written and spoken genres.

Redwoods: Treebank aligned to wide-coverage grammar; several genres.

Gigaword: 1B words of news text.

AMI: Multimedia (video, audio, synchronised transcripts).

Google Books N-grams: 5M books, 500B words (361B English).

Flickr 8K: images with NL captions

English Visual Genome: Images, bounding boxes ⇒ NL descriptions
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Markup

• There are several common markup formats for structuring linguistic data,
including XML, JSON, CoNLL-style (one token per line, annotations in tab-
separated columns).

• Some datasets, such as WordNet and PropBank, use custom file formats.
NLTK provides friendly Python APIs for reading many corpora so you don’t
have to worry about this.
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Sentiment Analysis

Goal: Predict the opinion expressed in a piece of text. E.g., + or −. (Or a rating
on a scale.)
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Sentiment Analysis

Je"rey Lyles (/critic/je"rey-
lyles/)
Lyles' Movie Files

View All Critic Reviews (212)  (/m/star_wars_episode_i_the_phantom_menace/reviews/

AUDIENCE REVIEWS FOR STAR WARS EPISODE I - THE PHANTOM MENACE

Jay Hutchinson (/user/id/904627900/)
 Super Reviewer

Matthew Samuel Mirliani (/user
/id/896467979/)

 Super Reviewer

KJ Proulx (/user/id/896976177/)
 Super Reviewer

Chris Garman (/user/id/816762000/
 Super Reviewer

View All Audience Reviews (40031) (/m/star_wars_episode_i_the_phantom_menace/reviews
/?type=user)

STAR WARS EPISODE I - THE PHANTOM MENACE QUOTES

Full Review… (http://www.patheos.com/blogs/filmchat
/1999/05/review-star-wars-episode-i-the-phantom-
menace-dir-george-lucas-1999.html) | November 20,

to the original trilogy that this new film
lacks.



½
This movie is terrible



½
Phantom is a frustrating watch, however there
are elements worth admiring: its ambition plot,
Williams' score, the art direction, and the iconic
duel with Darth Maul.




Filled with horrific dialogue, laughable
characters, a laughable plot, ad really no
interesting stakes during this film, "Star Wars
Episode I: The Phantom Menace" is not at all
what I wanted from a film that is supposed to
be the huge opening to the segue into the
fantastic Original Trilogy. The positives include
the score, the sound e"ects, and most of the



½
I've had a saying that I've used for almost 20
years now in relation to The Phantom Menace. I
compare the film to waking up Christmas
morning expecting some great present only to
receive socks. Nothing against socks. They have
a place and are quite needed, but there's no
flash with it. The same goes for The Phantom
Menace, a film that really doesn't live up to the





View All Critic Reviews (323)  (/m/star_wars_episode_vii_the_force_awakens/reviews/

AUDIENCE REVIEWS FOR STAR WARS: THE FORCE AWAKENS

Matthew Samuel Mirliani (/user
/id/896467979/)

 Super Reviewer

Jim Hunter
 Super Reviewer

Sanjay Rema (/user/id/905108980/)
 Super Reviewer

Ross Collins (/user/id/427418005/)
 Super Reviewer

View All Audience Reviews (12628) (/m/star_wars_episode_vii_the_force_awakens/reviews/?type=user

The Force Awakens is an exciting,
nostalgic, powerful and moving film, that
is capable of generating accelerated Full Review… (http://www.siete24.mx/resena-star-wars-

Star Wars returns to be fun again on the
big screen. [Full review in Spanish]


Extraordinarily faithful to the tone and style of
the originals, The Force Awakens brings back
the Old Trilogy's heart, humor, mystery, and
fun. Since it is only the first piece in a new
three-part journey it can't help but feel
incomplete. But everything that's already there,
from the stunning visuals, to the thrilling action
sequences, to the charismatic new characters,




Rey, a young smuggler, is thrust into a battle
between the First Order and the resistance
when she teams up with a storm trooper who
su!ered a crisis of conscience.
The new entry into the Star Wars universe is
profoundly derivative, essentially an updated
retelling of A New Hope, and while ignoring the
backstory about the First Order largely mutes



½
JJ Abrams is very good and knowing what his
audience wants and giving just that to them. He
is not great, however, because he rarely shows
us something we didn't know we wanted. This
film derives a lot from the first Star Wars, and
just goes along as you might expect, yet it is still
very enjoyable because it's Star Wars. The old
faces were cool to see, and the new ones do



½
Well, I always thought A New Hope was the best
Star Wars movie... Episode 7 has kept the style
of the original movie, its soundtrack, not just
the score - the entire sound scape, but it should
have le# it at that. What we have feels like a fan
remake of the original; re-hashing every plot
element, every character, every scene, even
ripping o! several lines of the dialogue directly.





RottenTomatoes.com
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Sentiment Analysis
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Sentiment Analysis

KJ Proulx (/user/id/896976177/)
 Super Reviewer


Filled with horrific dialogue, laughable
characters, a laughable plot, ad really no
interesting stakes during this film, "Star Wars
Episode I: The Phantom Menace" is not at all
what I wanted from a film that is supposed to
be the huge opening to the segue into the
fantastic Original Trilogy. The positives include
the score, the sound e"ects, and most of the


Matthew Samuel Mirliani (/user
/id/896467979/)

 Super Reviewer


Extraordinarily faithful to the tone and style of
the originals, The Force Awakens brings back
the Old Trilogy's heart, humor, mystery, and
fun. Since it is only the first piece in a new
three-part journey it can't help but feel
incomplete. But everything that's already there,
from the stunning visuals, to the thrilling action
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RottenTomatoes.com + intuitions about positive/negative cue words
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So, you want to build a sentiment analyzer

Questions to ask yourself:

1. What is the input for each prediction? (sentence? full review text?
text+metadata?)

2. What are the possible outputs? (+ or − / stars)

3. How will it decide?

4. How will you measure its effectiveness?

The last one, at least, requires data!
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Summary

• Machine readable text (and speech) has revolutionised NLP

• Machine learning trained on corpora yields an empirically grounded approach
to NLP applications

• All NLP tasks are highly complex, making a data-driven approach attractive.

• At the very least, you need corpora to evaluate the quality of your NLP system.

Next Time: Corpora in NLP: The basics
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